Hetta is an uncomplicated beanie.
Without frills and sewn in no time.
You have the choice between three variants, which
this pattern sheet provides to you: a short variant, a
casual longer one and one with cuffs. Hereby Hetta
is so fast to sew that it is worth trying all three variants. Depending on your choice of material, this cut
will give you a warm winter cap or a cool accessory
even for warmer days. A detailed, illustrated instruction will help you with the design. If you need further
help, you can find these instructions on our site on
facebook.
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We want to see you happy!
Nina and Thomas from Runenstein
Choose the right size
Material recommendation
Knitted fabrics, sweat, summer sweat, Nicky velour,
fleece, jersey, elastic fabrics

Model

Material requirement

A

21 cm

B

31 cm

C

29 cm

For a beanie made of jersey, you can choose from our clothing sizes.
If you are unsure, you can also measure the right size. To do this,
measure once around the head with a tape measure just above the
ears. You calculate this measure by 0.9 . The result corresponds to
your cap width. If you want to sew sweat or other less stretchy fabrics
instead of a jersey, we recommend sewing one size bigger.

Head circumference
times 0.9 = cap width

List of cutting parts
After you have completed cutting, you will have
the following sewing pieces in front of you:

Model A:
Model B:

1 cap part
1 cap part
1 cuff

Modell C: 1 cap part

Model A

cap part
Model B

Modell C

cap part
cuff
4

cap part
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Separate the seam allowances to avoid a knobble.
Make sure that the seams are exactly on top of each other.
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Attach and sew the curvature.
Make sure that your seams are nice and smooth again.
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When turned, the half of the cap should now look like this:
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Turn one half of the cap to the right and one to the left.
Place the right cap in the left cap.
Thus the fabrics are positioned inside to the right side.
Make sure that the seams at the lower edge of the cap
are exactly on top of each other.
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Repeat these steps
for the second side as well.

